Built With Lifetime LED Lights Do not remove light cover.
Unpack you will have:
1-Lamp, 1-Solar panel, 1-Hardwared bag

Note: DO NOT LET KIDS OR PETS PLAY WITH PLASTIC PACKING. DISCARD IT IMMEDIATELY.

Find where you wish to mount the light making sure it is within the reach of the solar panel cord.
Using the hardware provided mount the light with the two larger screws and grommets if needed. Spacing screws 3 ¾” apart and level. Place lamp on them push down to lock.
Mount the solar panel with the 3 stainless steel screws. Face it to the noontime sun highest point in the sky facing South. Plug into the bottom of the lamp.
Solar Panel must receive direct full sunlight on it in order for it to work.

Turn power switch on first then adjust to your needs:
!!! POWER SWITCH MUST BE ON FOR IT TO CHARGE !!!
Time:
The time light will run per trigger. 10 Seconds to 20 min. (Keep as low as possible)
Sensitivity:
Set to desired setting for your needs. To avoid having pets trigger light at night set low.
LUX (light level):
To set up and test: Set to the picture of the Sun.
After set up: Set to picture of the moon. This turns light off in daytime when set to picture of the moon.